
DECEMBER 2017

WILD BUNCH MONTHLY MATCH

STAGE 1

PLEASURE PALALCE/HOTEL

21 PISTOL  9 RIFLE  6 SHOTGUN

STAGING: Pistol loaded with a 7 round mag & holstered. Rifle loaded with 9 

rounds at center table. Shotgun loaded with 6 rounds on right table.

START POS: Shooter starts at left table. Hand on Pistol. When ready says: “ Wow, 

is my head spinning!”

PROCEDURE:  ATB, from left table with pistol, engage ”P” targets and Texas star, 

with one round on each target, any order. Move to right table, make pistol safe. 

With shotgun engage 6 shotgun targets. Retrieve pistol, move to center table, 

release swinger, and engage swinger target with 3 rounds, THEN engage “RP”

stationary targets once each, THEN repeat. Make pistol safe. With rifle engage 

“RP” targets and swinger with a 1-2-3-2-1 sweep starting on either end. 
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DECEMBER 2017

WILD BUNCH MONTHLY MATCH

STAGE 2

PLEASURE PALACE/HOTEL

35 PISTOL  8 RIFLE

STAGING: Pistol loaded with a 7 round mag & holstered. Rifle loaded 8 

rounds on center table. No Shotgun.

START POS:  Shooter starts at left table, arms folded across chest. When 

ready says: “I sure hope this works out alright!”

PROCEDURE:  ATB with pistol engage Texas Star and “P” targets once 

each,  any order.  Move to right table and engage each cowboy KD once, 

place 7th round on any “RP” target. Move to center table, release 

swinger, with pistol engage “RP” targets with 4 rounds each and swinger 

5 times, any order. Make pistol safe. With rifle engage swinger with 4 

rounds THEN each “RP” target once. 
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DECEMBER 2017

WILD BUNCH MONTHLY MATCH

STAGE 3 

FORT DEFIANCE

28 PISTOL  7 RIFLE  4 SHOTGUN

STAGING: Pistol loaded with a 7 round mag & holstered. Rifle loaded 

with 7 rounds & Shotgun loaded with 4 rounds at doorway table.

START POS:  Shooter may start at any position and engage targets in any 

order.  Hands on Hat. When ready says: “I think I stepped in something 

smelly!”

PROCEDURE:  ATB: Pistol from W-1 & W-4 engage dueling tree plates 

and stationary target once each any order. From center doorway with 

pistol engage “RP” targets with a 3-3-2-3-3 sweep, starting on either 

end. (NOTE: Make pistol safe if splitting pistol sequence) With rifle from 

doorway engage “RP” targets with a 1-2-1-2-1 sweep starting on either 

end. With shotgun engage 4 shotgun targets. 
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DECEMBER 2017

WILD BUNCH MONTHLY MATCH

STAGE 4

MIDNIGHT STAR SALOON

35 PISTOL  7 RIFLE  6 SHOTGUN

STAGING: Pistol loaded with a 7 round mag & holstered. Rifle loaded 

with 7 rounds. Shotgun loaded with 6 rounds on Bar. 

START POS:  Shooter starts in Saloon doorway, rifle in  hands. When 

ready says: “Whiskey for me & beer for my horse!”

PROCEDURE:  ATB with rifle engage each “RP” target once. Move to 

either the Bar or Poker table. At the Bar with shotgun engage 2 flyer 

targets and 2 knockdown targets any order. Move to center table and 

with pistol engage “RP” targets 3 times each any order. Move to Poker 

table and engage “P” targets with a 5-4-3-2 sweep starting on either 

end. 
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DECEMBER 2017

WILD BUNCH MONTHLY MATCH

STAGE 5

MIDNIGHT STAR SALOON

28 PISTOL  10 RIFLE  6 SHOTGUN

STAGING:  Pistol loaded with a 7 round mag & holstered. Rifle loaded 

with 10 rounds. Shotgun loaded with 6 rounds on Bar.

START POS:  Shooter starts in Saloon doorway rifle in hands. When 

ready says: “My horse wants a another bucket of beer!”

PROCEDURE:  ATB with rifle engage the top row of “RP” targets twice 

each any order. Move to either the Bar or Poker table. With shotgun at 

Bar engage shotgun targets & flyers in any order. At center table with 

pistol engage “RP” targets twice each any order. Move to Poker table 

and engage “P” targets with a 2-3-4-5 sweep starting on either end. 
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